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Homecoming
Nov. 19
by Larry Sellen

The Vikings have saved the best for last.
Or, perhaps more accurately, the
toughest for last.
On Nov. 19, defending Big Sky
Conference and NCAA Division II
national champion Montana State
University (MSU) is coming to town
to test PSU in the final regular season
football game of the season.
It's also Homecoming 1977, and a
number of activities have been planned
for alumni. Foremost among them is a
pre-game buffet sponsored by 'fMe
Viking Athletic Association.
But back to the game.
Montana State returns 13 starters and
36 lettermen from the team that led
the nation in rushing - 287 yards per
game - in 1976.
Two of these returnees are fullback
Delmar Jones, who averaged six yards
per carry a year ago, and quarterback
Pat Dennehey, an all-Big Sky athlete
who accounted for 21 touchdowns and
1,300 yards in total offense in 1976.
Meanwhile, PSU started slowly this
fall. Coming off consecutive 8-3
records under coach Darrel "Mouse"
Davis, the Vikings lost the first three
games of the season.
But they rebounded , posting convincing back-to-back victories over
Idaho State (47-0) and Central Washington (53-6) as Davis began mixing
just enough run with a lot of pass in
his "run-and-shoot" offense.
PSU did not play MSU last year,
but in 1975 the two teams met, and
some present players on both squads
may remember the outcome. It was
Davis' first game as head coach, and
PSU dropped a 35-34 decision in
Bozeman on a fluke score by the
Bobcats in the final minutes. Overall,
MSU leads the series 6-1.
All of wtiich brings us to the Homecoming aspect. Alums interested In attending the pre-game buffet should call
the PSU Athletic Department (2294400) by Nov. 16 to make reservations.
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Stanley Rauch

Research: 'We are committed to if
Talk to a faculty member about
what he or she does and chances are
you'll hear about at least two activities
- teaching and research. The two go
hand-in-hand at a university.
But why is research important?
What effect does it have on teaching?
Does It make faculty members better
teachers? How do students benefit?
What special types of research are
possible in an urban university?
This issue of Perspective focuses
on these and other questions. The
coverage takes two forms.
First, the story on this page Is an
interview with three officials responsible for administering PSU's research programs - Joseph Blume/,
president; Leon Riche/la, vice president for academic affairs; and Stanley
Rauch, dean of graduate studies and
research.
Second, for a look at eight representative research projects now
under way at PSU, turn to a story
and picture treatment on pages 6·
and 7.
Perspective: Why is research important
to a university?
Blumel: We have a commitment to
research. Any institution which aspires
to quality must have that commitment.
Research is part of the mission of Portland State University, and the intellectual
stimulation it provides enriches our
instructional programs at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels.

I also want to emphasize that,
contrary to some impressions, the level
of research activity at PSU is by no
means insignificant. There is a great
deal going on. We encourage it and we
try to foster it by a variety of types of
assistance to faculty, particularly in
research sponsored by federal, state
and local governments, and by private
foundations.
Perspective: Why is it important for
faculty members to be involved in
research?
Rauch: Faculty members of a university
are expected, not only to organize and
communicate the wealth of knowledge
in their disciplines, but also to be
creative scholars and research specialists.
Research leading to additional knowledge contributes to the technology of
our society, to the improvement of the
services for the individuals of our
society, and to the wealth of resources
in the humanities and the arts.
The university serves as a major
influence through the productive
research of its faculty who also provide
leadership in new advances for the
benefit of the community, region, and
nation.
The faculty member who is deeply
involved in the translation of the disciplines through classroom instruction
and graduate research supervision is
able to provide an added depth to the
role of the teacher because of his or
her personal research experiences.
In short, research for the scholar
and/or scientist and engineer is equivalent to concert performance for the
musician.
Perspective: How do students fit into
this research picture? How do they
benefit from research and what is their
role in it?

Rauch: The benefit of research and
research training to the student can be
illustrated by the following example.
A significant portion of a university's
resources are used for the training of
professionals, such as engineers,
business managers, and social workers.
These professionals acquire a comprehensive set of skills uniquely needed
for the immediate requirements of the
positions.
The professional, however, should be
prepared to face the trends of change,
and the advances in the state-of-theart. Research training provides the
professional with the tools to evaluate,
modify, and use the newer information
available in the various media of the
profession.
Perspective: Describe the growth of
research activity over the last few years.
Rauch: Over the last two years the
total volume of grants and contracts has
increased rapidly. Last year PSU was
at a level of $3.1 million in outside
support; this year we expect to reach
$3.8 million.
The most dramatic increase has been
in the area of sponsored research,
which has doubled since the 1975-76
academic year.
More than 200 faculty members are
participating in sponsored activities and
there seems to be renewed faculty
interest in combining research and
teaching.
(continued on page 10)

ntheneM
tiJ "It was one of the most valuable
visits we have engaged in." With that
comment, State Board of Higher
Education member Loren Wyss
summarized an official visit to the PSU
campus in mid-summer. "We were
impressed," Wyss said, "wtth the
increase in facilities and with the
expansion of academic programs to
serve a large student body." The PSU
v1sit was the fifth in a series of tnps to
state institutions in the last year.
!IMTo many students, faculty and
observers, development of the Park
Blocks several years ago gave PSU a
sense of "campus." Now, University
officials are updating the 10-year-old
campus plan in an attempt to continue
the Park Blocks theme farther west.
Among other factors. the plan will take
into account enrollment projections,
academic program development and
student housing.

.One of PSU's major capital
construction priorities-new quarters for
the School of Education-gained
leg1slatJve approval last summer. A
tentative timetable calls for construction
to start th1s spring, with completion in
the t979-80 school year. The $3.6
proJect is the first phase of a
proposed professional schools building
wh1ch would house the School ol
Bustness AdministratiOn, as well as the
School ol Education.

!If Collective bargaining-yes or no?
For PSU faculty members, that d1fltcult
question probably wtll be resolved
sometime th1s year. It appears now that
an election will be held winter term to
determine, first, il faculty members want
to bargain collectively, and second.
wh1ch agent they want as a
representative il the first vote IS
affirmative. PSU and one other state
university are facing such elections this
year. Four other colleges and one other
umvers•ty in the state have already
balloted. The result? Three rejected
collective bargaming, two came out in
favor of 11.
~Preliminary figures show enrollment
in PSU's Black Studies Certificate
Program may be up by almost 50 per
cent th1s term. William Little, d1rector of
the program, attributes the jump not
only to an tncrease in the number and
quality of classes, but also to a growing
Interest in problems and expenences of
Blacks by students pursUing a w1de
vanety of careers. In fact, he says
non-Black students compnse 70 per
cent of the enrollment "Students are
begtnning to realize," Little adds, "that
the types of courses we can prov1de
will help them in whatever career they
are going to enter."
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II! There's something new in PSU's
always successful evening adult fitness
program this fall. It's a new piece of
equipment which instantly measures a
person's pulse. "Formerly," says
program director Michael Tichy,
"students were required to take their
own pulse after strenuous exercise to
see if they were getting too much or
not enough of a workout. Now, they can
just grip the handles of the machine
lor three seconds to find out the same
information." The program is now in its
12th year.

Women in Science
generates interest

Faculty members Carol Gatz
(chemistry) and Mary Kinnick
(InStitutional research) have received
lots of cards and letters since they
became co-directors of a "Women in
Science" workshop to be held Nov.
4 and 5 at PSU.
Through a variety of media, women
scientists in the Portland area were
encouraged to write or call if they were
interested 1n helping with the workshop.
or wanted to be included in a directory
~Ron Cease, director of the Master
of women scientists being developed in
in Public Administration Program at
conJunction with the conference.
PSU, was asked the other day about the
"The response was overwhelming,"
success ol the year-old venture. His
K1nnick says. "We sent out little cards
response? "The students are coming
for the women to fill out and we got
out of the woodwork." That's his colorful back huge resumes and elaborate
way of describing the popularity of the mtormaiiOn on their educational and
employment backgrounds. We've had
program which now has some 100
students working toward a degree. Two- an amazing number of women scientists
thirds of them are currently employed,
calling and offering to do whatever
many full-time with state. local and
they can to help."
federal agencies in the Portland area.
The workshop. which is supported by
a $10,000 grant from the National
Why the large enrollment? Cease
attributes it to what he calls "a
Science Foundation, will Include a
professional orientation and a desire to variety of laboratory workshops, careerseminars, and panel discussions
do better on the job. The same trend
is showing up in business administration conducted by women sc1ent1sts now
working in the Portland area.
courses." There's another interesting
fact about newly-admitted MPA students
Gatz stresses that the definition of
this fall-one-third of them are women. "scientist" for the workshop Includes
more than just chemists and biologists.
"We want to hear," she says, "from
economists, urban planners, political
r.·science and Humanities" at PSU is,
in the words of one student, the perfect scientists, computer scientists,
solution to a well-rounded
eng1neers, and anyone else who
cons1ders herself a scientist."
undergraduate education.
Gatz says she antiCipates the
The program is designed to g1ve
workshop w1J1 be attended by more than
students a clearer understanding of
relationships between scientific thought, 500 women sc1ence mators from
surrounding colleges and universities,
history, art, literature, and music.
as well as by other women who are
Supported initially by a grant from the
National Endowment lor the Humanities, considering science careers.
Attendance applications are now
the purpose of the program is twoavailable, and interested persons should
fold: To offer students an integration
call (503) 229-3811 or write to Women
of courses, and to encourage faculty
in Science Career Workshop, Portland
participation in a program involving
State University, P.O. Box 751,
more than one discipline.
Portland. Ore., 97207.
For example, in a paper for one
course, Larry Wheeler, a calligrapher
and graduate student in English,
examined the relationship among
specific script, philosophical argument
and an architectural style of the Middle
Ages. "It gave me a sense of how the
Medieval mind viewed the world, and of
the overriding structure that permeated
Medieval thought," says Wheeler. "It
was one of my most valuable
educational expedences."

Funk sheds
new light on dance
Imagine this scene: Dancers activating
mus1c as they move through tight
beams.
The effect, an lntnguing exercise in
multi-dimensional art, is what Portland
State University alum Eric Funk hopes
to achieve with hts new composition
"A Glimpse. Soliloquy in a Forest."
The piece is the highlight of the first
fall performance of the Portland Ballet
Company, now in-residence at PSU.
.. The company will offer a totally new
repertory in a five·performance run
Oct 21-30 m PSU's Lincoln Hall
Auditorium for the Performing Arts
(1620 SW Park). (See the calendar of
events on the back cover for times,
dates and ticket information.)
"The exc111ng thing about 'A Glimpse,
Soliloquy in a Forest' Is its kinetiC art
content," says Funk, a 1972 music
graduate.
"The danced portion of the piece,"
he explains, "1s accompanied by taped
sound which is activated by the dancers
themselves as they move through l1ght
beams. Each time a dancer breaks a
light beam with any part ol the body,
sound is produced for the amount ol
time the beam is broken. Hence. the
dancer Is actually creatmg the music
he or she dances to."
As lar as Funk knows, this concept
has never before been used in ballet.
"Our program this fall," says company
administrative director Nancy Matschek,
"reflects our philosophy ol making use
of local artists. The dancers. choreographers, musicians and even most ol
the composers are from the Portland
area."

comment
Higher ed end 'the f8d'

A marriage of inconvenience
Thomas carlyle referred contemptuously a century ago to the "nuisance called
'Bureaucracy'," Much of today's higher
education leadership might consider
his view charitable and his language

temperate.
"A fundamental change is taking
place In the relationship between
Washington and the nation's colleges
and universities," President Harold l.

Enarson of the Ohio State University said
a few months ago. "Once we were
partners working together to solve
national problems. Now we view each

other with suspicion, almost as
adversaries."
Brigham Young's Dallin Oaks Is more
direct in his criticism: "The sovereign
authority to make and execute
educational policy is being taken away

from trustees , administration and
faculty of our universities and colleges.
On more and more important questions,
the policy·making authority is being
claimed and exercised by remote
government rule·makers. The 20-year
pattern of finance and control has
created a regulatory mood in which even
institutions without direct federal
financial support ... are In danger of
colonization by ambitious government
regulators. •·
Harvard's Derek Bok-speaking at
th1s summer's annual meeting of the
Council for the Advancement and
Support of Higher Educationcommented ruefully that "it is unnerving
to consider how much power is held by
persons with so little experience 10
higher education and so little familiarity
with our problems and needs."
And Portland State's Joseph Blume!
referred to ''the intrUSIOns of bureaucrats
who are unfamiliar with academic
processes and insensitive to academic
needs and fragilities."
What happened to sour the once·
happy union between Washington and
Academe which began in the postSputnik era of 1957 and resulted In an
unprecedented flow of federal educat1on
dollars?
Most observers agree that educators
were naive if they expected that the
publiC would not be looking over the
shoulder of anyone-in private industry,
education or any other organizationdirectly receiving or benefitting from
public financial aid.
They point out that the various laws
Identified as most intrusive apply
equally to all segments of society. Their
application to higher education has
simply been, at least for some
Institutions, a bit slower in coming.

The problem. they say, is not with
the letter or the spirit of the laws
themselves: It is in the regulatory
interpretations of Congressional and
judicial intent and the methodology
employed to enforce compliance.
Former Chwrman John O'Hara of the
House Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education echoed this thinking when
he declared: "Surely we have learned
.. that agencies that are charged with
carrying out the law have an almost
irres1stable tendency to go beyond
the law .•. "
The Chronicle of Higher Education
notes that "federal agency officials shoot
back that the problem often lies with
Congress itself." It quoted one high
federal civil rtghts official as saying,
in reference to the new one-paragraph
law forbidding discnmination aga1nst the
handicapped, that '"the role of Congress
IS not to pass a five-line statute by
floor amendment, without hearings,
when it would be fair to assume that
many of the members on the floor didn't
even know what they were voting about."
Agencies thus are forced In effect to
write the law through regulations, he
says.
Whatever the cause, as Columbia's
President McGill points out, the Federal
Register has grown from 3,450 pages

i
~----------------~~

Worse, regulations or Interpretations
of one agency sometimes are in
disagreement with those of another, and
in 1937 to 35,591 pages in t973, to
the educational institution is caught
45,422 the next year and to 60,221
in between.
Third, the threat to the freedom from
pages in 1975. During that most recent
year the Congress passed 402 new laws, political intrusion which the academic
but federal agencies cranked out 7,496 community traditionally has enjoyed,
new regulations.
predicted 25 years ago by the
This staggering deluge of federal
Commission on Financing Higher
paperwork, and regulators who seek to Education. The commission said federal
follow thetr perceptions of public
financing would bnng federal controls
which "would in the end produce
policy, is what has aroused the
nation's normally-placid educational
uniformity, mediocrity and compliance."
leaders. Their concerns are focused in
How serious Is this threat?
three principal areas:
"Federal regulations have been
First, the costs to the colleges and
bothersome. confused , expensive and
universities of the myriad reports and
at t1mes Ineffective," Harvard's Bok says.
other reqwrements, which Blume!
"But they have not yet infringed
reported to the PSU faculty "now
significan~y on the essential academic
govern our routine daily activities so
functions of our institutions.
much that it has been necessary to add
"'Having said th1s, however, we must
a position of legal assistant to ride herd also acknowledge that the government
on the complex and often contradictory is beginning to come perilously close to
regulations."
regulating academic tunclions which
Compliance Is now estimated to cost are much better left to the judgment
the public and private Institutions some and discretion of individual colleges
and universities."
two billion dollars a year. Educational
leaders are quick to point out that
An example is the requirement in the
this amount of necessity is drained out new health-manpower legislation which
of classrooms , laboratories, libraries
permits the HEW secretary to assign
and other institutional resources, and is American transfer students from
a prime cause of increasing costs during
a period of stable enrollments. Federal
aid to education, meanwhile, has gone
primarily to students, and not to
institutions.
Second, what Blume! terms ''the
arrogance and capriciousness" of
officials "even to the extent of presuming
to substitute their bureaucratic Judgment
about relative qualifications for those
ot faculty comm1nees and admtnlstrative
officers of colleges and universities."

foreign medical schools to American
universities. This was termed "an
outrageous Intrusion upon academic
self-determination" by Yale's Kingman
Brewster.
Whars the answer?
Bok urges a united front. alliances
with groups outside the academic
community "sympathetic to our
legitimate interests," responsible
counseling of governmental leaders '"to
help the federal government to use its
powers wisely to maintain a strong and
diverse system of higher learning," and
better advance planning and action by
the education community "to provide
solutions for acknowledged public
problems" instead of waiting for
solutions to be imposed by Washington.
"Only a strong, disciplined effort
will enable us to seize the Initiative by
anticipating emerging problems at an
early stage and preparing thoughtful,
constructive proposals to reconc1~ our
legitimate needs with the broader
public interest.
''In the last analysis, we have to
recognize that effective relations with the
federal government can represent the
highest form of civic responsibility and
need not be a shallow exercise in
sethsh advocacy. •·
In the meantime, many educators
will likely reflect on Will Rogers'
comforting reminder that "We're just
lucky we're not get11n' all the government
we're payin' for."
cartoomst Werner Bittner has worked at
The Oregonian since 1960.
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John Allen:
A
teacher
for

good
reasons
Retirement hasn't slowed down John
Allen.
Though he reached mandatory
retirement age four years ago, he still
maintains an otf1ce on the Portland

State University campus as an emeritus
professor of geology.
And he still has a steady stream of
students who come In to visit, seek
advice, borrow books, and ask him
to identify "FRDK's"-thal's "funny·
rock-don't-know."
"Teaching has been my big thing,"
says Allen , who originated the PSU
geology program in 1956 and who was
honored as the geology teacher of the

year in 1974 by the National Association
of Geology Teachers.
As he sees rt, two factors make for
a good teacher: Competency In the field,
and enthusiasm. " You have to have
enthusiasm for your subject and you
have to be able to transmit that
enthusiasm.
"A good teacher Is a ham actor, a real
performer. He relies on feedback from
the audience."
Allen believes that geology is pan of
our culture, not just a science, and
therefore should be communicated to
the general public. "The chief
contribution of geology to our culture is
the concept of geologic time," he says,
"the Idea that this earth took billions
of years to form ."
In his presidential address to the
Nat1onal Association of Geology
Teachers several years ago, he said
that 1f each of the 2,000 members
present gave 12 talks a year to an
average of 50 persons each time, they
would "convert" 120,000 a year. In 10
years, they would reach more than a
million people.
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Allen received his B.A. and M.A.
in geology from the University of Oregon
where his father was founder and
dean of the School of Journalism from
1913 to 1946. He went on to take
his Ph.D. at the University of California
at Berkeley in 1944.
Since then, his career has taken him
to various parts of the United States.
He also spent a year in West Pakistan
as professor and head at the geology
department at the University of
Peshawar.
Now, he lives near the PSU campus,
and since retirement has been "busier
than ever." But, he adds, he enjoys the
lack of an " iron-bound schedule."
He gives geology lectures two or
three times a month, has written 15
articles in the last four years, IS
co-editing a book on the Columbia
Gorge (with Paul Hammond, associate
professor of geology), and has started
work on an autobiography. He also
wrote the first booklet on fossils in
Oregon.
Field trips are another strong interest.
"Everytime I go out, I see something
new," he says, ''which goes to prove
you don't see a thing until you know
what you're looking for.

"The field trips are no longer the arm·
waving variety with the leader pointing
out what's what. Instead, problem solving is the name of the game, and
students oNen illustrate their own
observations."
In fact, Allen says he is a firm
believer that "a good picture is worth
a thousand words." He pays meticulous
attention to detail, has always kept a
diary, and frequently uses drawings
graphs to record his own oo:;e"'all<>nS,
"I have tried all my life to put
down in graphic form. My wife says
have everything graphed out ahead
of time."
Painting is another Allen avocation,
and he encourages art
I
in geology classes to com bine the two
disciplines-recording their observations
through their media. As a result, the
earth sciences office on campus has
an extensive collection of paintings,
drawings and sculptures on display.
With his numerous interests and
energy, it's not surprising to learn that
Allen describes himself as a
"generalist."
"All my life I have fought against
being a specialist." he says. "As a
specialist, you know more and more
about less and less until you
know everything about nothing.''

H. G. "Spike" Wadsworth, Jr. received his bachelor's degree in
business administration at Oregon
State In 1960, his master's degree In
social work at Portland State University, and his Ph.D. at the University
of Wisconsin in 1972. Upon the death
of his father, Spike returned to the
family business- the Bank of Oregon
- where he is now president of the
firm. He is a member of the PSU
Foundation Board of Directors.
Joanna Wadsworth graduated from
OSU in 1961, and seven years later
received her master's degree in social
work from Portland State. While In the
Midwest, she was a school district coordinator in special education.

aumni Batue

Left to right: Joanna Wadsworth overseemg
construction at the new North Salem branch:
stained glass window at Silverton; Brooks
exterior; Silverton exterior.

RZ!!OII~,..,-::.:;:

Banking on Oregon tradition
By Leelle Cofe

The roots of Spike and Joanna Wadsworth are deep in Oregon soil.
Born in Hubbard and Salem, Ore.,
respectively, the Wadsworths are committed to the preservation of their culture and history.
"We need to preserve our heritage for
generations to come" says Joanna,
whose mother's family pioneered in the
Applegate expedition in the 1840's.
Spike's grandfather came to the Willamette Valley from Oklahoma in 1921
and purchased controlling interest in
the Gervais State Bank. later renamed
the Bank of Oregon.
In 1973, when the bank was to open
a branch in Aurora, Ore., Spike decided
that the building should be in keeping
with the community's history.
"We couldn't put in a modern
building-that would have been
heresy!" Joanna explains.
So they embarked on a community·
minded project to build and furnish the
Aurora branch 1n keeping with the
colony's history.
After extensive research, Salem
architect Don Gribskov came up w1th
a design that would fit into the natural
and historical aesthetics of Aurora.

In Joanna's words, the results "are
delightful."
The interior is furnished with antiques
and replicas which make the building
functional. Some of the features are
tellers' cages with iron bars, a brass
foot ra11, fireplace and sittmg area and
even a pull-chain toilet.
The project ''grew like Topsy," says
Joanna, who has since taken a supervisory role in the research and design of
new bank branches.
She admits that she crossed her
fingers when they embarked on the
project. "It's very expensive to do a
building like this. If's exciting, but
scary . 11 just had to work."
And it has.
Since Aurora, eight new branches
have been opened. Among them are
"historic branches," as the Wadsworths
call them, in Brooks. Silverton, St. Paul
and North Salem.

Though not intended to be exact
replicas Of banks in the late 19th or
early 2oth centuries, these branches
have the flavor of early Oregon.
For example, the Brooks branch is a
tribute to the fur-trapping Frenchmen
and their Indian wives, the f1rst settlers
m that part of the Willamette Valley
known as the French Pra1rie.
The atmosphere resembles a tradmg
post with a wood stove, barn siding, a
Hudson's Bay blanket, animal pelts, and
a collection of old traps. On the exterior,
the one-story wood building is land~
scaped exclusively with plants native to
Oregon at the time of the Frenchmen.
The St. Paul branch is like a minihistory lesson, says Joanna. II features
various aspects of St. Paul's history,
including early church history, early
farming, and the voyagers who pre·
ceded the trappers.
Silverton's branch is a tribute to the
grist mill and saw mlH hentage. North
Salem. which opened this month, reflects the grandeur of the Sam Brown
House and the stagecoach era on the
Old Stage Road (Highway 99E). The
next branches planned will be Bavanan
style in Mt. Angel and gristmill and
early river htstory In West Linn.

The Cascade branch in Woodburn is
not historical but rather a modern tribute
to the Cascade Mountains. Located 1n
a rustic but contemporary building,
the bank's interior features a massive
hand-painted macrame wall hanging,
dep1ctmg a Northwest landscape. with
some 3 'h miles of cord tied in thousands
of knots.
So far, the Wadsworths' commitment
to preserving Oregon's culture and
history has been rewarded by a posittve
reception from townspeople. Now when
they announce plans for a new branch,
enthusiastic people call to find out
what's in store for their community.
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"Research is one activity that makes
teachers better teachers and their classrooms better classrooms," says Stanley
Rauch, dean of graduate studies and
research at Portland State University.
"Research is a mark of a true university and distinguishes it from smaller
state colleges and liberal arts institutions.''
Ranch believes research helps
faculty members become more than repositories of information.
"It helps them keep abreast of new
developments in their fields," he says,
''and gives them an opportunity to
convey the excitement of orig1nalmquiry
and problem solving to students.
"Often, students and professors collaborate in research projects, wotking
together and teaming together."
There are benefits lor society, too,
Rauch adds.
"Pressing social problems and issues
can be analyzed, and the frontiers of
knowledge can be expanded. Every
day important work like this is gomg on
in PSU offices, laboratories and crassrooms - and in the city whiCh serves
as its own special type of classroom
lor an urban university like Portland

State."
Much research at PSU is called
"applied researchH - the energ•es, the
ab1hbes, the experience of professors
are directed to solve speciftc problems.
Other research is called "basic
research." In this area, professors work
to expand the breadth of "basic" or
"pure" knowledge about a particular
subject or phenomenon.
An example may help clarify the
diHerence. Applied research is helping
special education speaalists develop
new ways of testing heanng 1n autistic
children. Basic research IS investigating
the cause of autism Jlself.

Want to reduce your home heabng bills
by 50 per cent w1thout mak1ng any
changes in your lifestyle?
A recent study by researchers at
Portland State University, the University
of Washington and Washington State
University provides clues on how that
might be done.
Fundecf by the Chevron Research
Corp., the study involved tes~ng various
energy saving modifications to typical
Northwest homes in Portland , Spokane
and Seattle.
Based on study results, one of the
most effective energy saving investments
a homeowner can make is a furnace
tuneup. In the test home In Portland ,
PSU engineering_ professor George
Tsongas said the tuneup costs $38 and
should pay tor itself in a year's time .
Other potentially wise investments, he
says, are a thermostat setback device,
additional ceiling insulation, and a flue
gas energy extractor. Wall insulation,
however, may not be as advtSable in the
Northwest as some other modifications.

the conservation
of energy
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To say the least, whether to expand to
foreign market is a momentous
decision tor any business corporation.
What are the risks and benefits of
expansion? How is doing business different in a loretgn country? How will
cultutal differences aHect the process
of doing business?
A number of Oregon firms have
found answers to these and other
questions through a Portland State
Univers•ty program which pairs a
student researcher with a top management corporation official.
Under the leadership of marketing
professors, a hand-picked group of
School of Business Administration
students research a specific new international market for a specific Northwest
firm.
In the 11-year history of the program,
six or seven firms which never had made
an export sale before won the U.S.
Department of Commerce prestigious
"Excellence in Export" award as a
result of using the research to expand
internationally.
"The benefits to the firm are
obvious," says marketing professor
James Manning, who originated and
now runs the program, along with oHicials from the Department of Commerce
and U.S. National Bank. "The report
the firms get would be worth $5,000 to
$8,000 if they had it done commercially.
"But the students benefit, too. They
get valuable experience, and many of
them - more than 15 to date, in fact
- have taken positions as export
managers for the firms they once
helped."
Programs patterned after PSU's
model are also oHered now at several
other universities across the country,
includmg Harvard. Chicago and MIT.

a

the international
market

What is the effect of fluorocarbons from
aerosol cans on the atmosphere? JuSt
how bad is urban air pollution? What
wlll the impact of the SST be on the
stratosphere?
It became apparent a few years ago
that there were not enough tra1ned
scientists to provide satisfactory answers
to these questions. Moreover, not
enough basic and long-term research
was under way.
A number of programs-one operated
by the National Science Foundationhave now Oegun to help remedy the
situation.
In the only such grant of its specific
type across the country last year, PSU
received $224,000 from NSF to develop
a graduate training and research
program in the atmospheric sciences.
The funds are being used to buy
new laboratory equipment, to develop
new atmospheric chemistry courses,
and to support several postdoctoral
and predoctoral scientists currently
involved in research.
PSU chemist Robert O'Brien says
one imporlant aspect of the grant from
PSU's perspective is that it sets the
stage for future federally-supported
research projects in the atmospheric
sciences.
(The photos above dep1ct the reactJon
of atmospheric particles with pollutant

gases.)

the abnosphere
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There are currently more than 350,000
children in foster care in the United
States. Most have been in foster homes
for several years, and most will never
rerum to their parents.
Although placing children in foster
homes is essential in many child welfare
cases, it is never intended to become
a permanent situation. Unfortunately,
many children spend most of their
formative years without the security of a
permanent family.
"Permanency planning," the sub)BCt
of a project being conducted by PSU's
Regional Research Institute for Human
Resources, focuses on these children.
"The ultimate goal of foster care is to
return the child home," says Arthur
Emlen, director of the institute.
"However, when this is Impossible,
agencies should move decisively to
e1ther terminate parental r!ghts so the
child can be adopted, or place the child
with relatives or in formalized long-term
foster care."
Emlen says the project at PSU is a
continuation of a successful program m
the Oregon Ch!fdten's Services Division
between 1973 and 1976. Nationally
known in social work circles as "The
Oregon Project," the program placed
367 children in permanent homes,
consequently saving Oregon taxpayers
more than $1 million in foster care
payments.
The current project is aimed at
transmitting the knowledge and
expertise gained in the Oregon project
to agencies in other states. The Institute
worked with 15 states in 1976, and will
be working with an additional 10 states
this year.
The Department of Health, Educa11on
and Welfare. wh1ch is funding the $1.8
million proJect, anticipates that all 50
states will teceive technical ass•stance
from the institute during the next four

years.

the foster child

=:hreearcheearcheearchre
''I really want to know how the eye
works."
Perhaps a simple motivation, but for
PSU psychology professor Gerald
Murch, it's what gives meamng to his
research in the field of visual perception.
He has been Investigating how the
eye perceives color for the last six
years after becoming, as he puts it,
"accidentally interested in the subject of
optiCs while in graduate school in
Germany." He hopes to continue
working for two more years before
reaching any firm conclus1ons.
His theory is that much of the
perception of color is learned. In other
words, the ability to perceive color, he
believes, is a product of experience, not
just an innate feature of the nervous
system which cannot be changed or
improved.
The way Murch tests color vision is
fascinating in itself. II you go to h1s
laboratory in Cramer Hall on the PSU
campus, he may ask you to look at a few
color slides.
First. you look at a red slide with
horizontal lines on it. Then, you look at
a purple slide with vertlcaJ lines. And
then, you look at the slides alternately,
one every 15 seconds for periods of.
say, 15 minutes.
As a result, your eye "learns" to
couple the orientation of the lines with
the sensation of color.
Finally, after the 15 minutes, you look
at a neutral slide with only horizontal
or vertical lines, and the lines themselves
are enough to prompt your eye to see
the ~arned color.
Murch's research is built around thls
simple description of a phenomenon
called the "McCullough Effect."
"What we are trying to do," he
explams, "is to train the eye to see this
after-image of color in response to the
line drawing where there actually is
no color.
"Until recently, many scientists
believed that the visual system was
pre-wired; that is, that it was genetically
inherited and could not be changed. But
the theory that the nervous system can
be modified as a result of experience
has been gaining more favor of late."
For Murch, simply doing his part to
add to what is known about the eye and
color vision is enough motivation for his
research. But, if his work goes the way
he thinks it might over the next two
years, he has expressed Interest In two
applications of his findings.
"First, he says, we may be able to
deal with color blindness. We may
actually be able to teach someone to
see color. And second, we may be able
to learn more about the degeneration of
the visual system among older people."

Testing hearing with visual stimuli?
It's one of the research projects on
autism in PSU's special education
department.
"Heanng testing is an important part
of diagnosing aut1stic children," says
David Krug, researcher and head of the
department. "If we aren't sure what their
problem Is, we aren't sure how to treat
it.
"Since such children often respond
much better to visual things, we start out
rewarding them for a response to a
visual stimulus," Krug explains. "When
a light comes on, they push a bunon
to get a ra1sin or candy. When they
are performing this task well, we dim
the light and eventually, they hear only
the sound. We can vary the sound in
tone and volume to find out how well the
child can hear."
To date, hearing testing has been
impossible with autistic children since
they often will not respond to typical
stimuli used to test other children.
For example, if you make a loud noise
behind the ear of an autistic child, he
or she may not blink an eye. If,
immediately afterward, you rattle a
candy wrapper, the child may respond .
So the question arises: Does the chlld
have hearing problems or a condition
such as autism?

the autistic child

To PSU professors Basil Dmytryshyn
and Frederick Cox, the Middle East is
a fertile subject for research.
They are particularly concerned with
the Soviet Union's presence and
interest in that part of the world.
Dmytryshyn, a history professor, and
Cox, director of the Middle East Studies
Center, are now at work on a twovolume English translation of more than
300 documents wh1ch outline the official
Soviet foreign relations approach to
Near and Middle East countries since
1917.
"The bulk of these documents,"
Dmytryshyn says, "will appear in English
for the first time in these volumes.
Through this research, we have been
able to see the various continuities, as
well as the zigzags, in Soviet Midd&e
Eastern policy.
"We also have discovered a number
of hitherto unknown aspects of these
relations."
Some examples:
• According to Omytryshyn, records
show the Soviet Union, in the absence
of formal diplomatic relat1ons, used its
embassy 1n Turkey in the 1920s and
1930s as an informal meeting ground
w1th Middle East officials.
• To make initial contact with the
Arab world, Dmytryshyn says his
research shows that the Soviet Union
assigned some of their own Moslem
officials to diplomatic posts in the
Middle East - for instance in Yemen,
Saudi Arabia and Afghanistan.
• Perhaps somewhat surpnstngly,
Dmytryshyn also says records show
that before 1935 the Soviet Union
exported oil to Saudi Arabia, now one
of the richest oil-producing nations in
the world. In fact, he adds that at one
time Saudi Arabia owed the Soviet
Union some $158,000 for oil supplieswhich, by the way, was eventually paid.
What's the purpose of the research?
Dmylryshyn and Cox say 1hey hope
to publish what they call "a major
research tool which can be used as a
basic work in the field of AliSSian
history for persons who do not speak
the Russian language.
"Our research to date confirms that
the Soviet presence in the Middle East
IS nothing new," Dmytryshyn says.
"It has been a constant 1n that part of
the world for many years - In tact,
stnce 1917."

Busy caseworkers may forget that an
office visit is often an important event
in the day of an elderly person.
"Workers 1n soc1al service agenctes
often deal w1th young people who are
also in a hurry," says PSU researcher
Doug Montgomery. "However, they
need to become sensitive to the special
concerns of the elderly, and perhaps
allow a little extra time for the visits
With them. Even experienced caseworkers may not always keep this in
mind."
Giving students the sk1lls and 1nsigh1S
to serve the special needs of the elderly
IS the locus of a project now under way
10 PSU's Institute on Aging.
Researchers are dealing with social
workers may not always keep this in
Multnomah County to discover what
communication problems occur when
the two groups interacl
Fmdings of the study, one of only
two such projects funded in the country
by the U.S. Administration on Agtng,
will be used to plan future social service programs in the country.
And the findings also will be used to
develop a training film and guidebook
lor various agencies now in the business
of helping the elderly Jive fuller lives.

the needs
of the elderly

the history of Russia
in the Middle East

the perception of color
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aumni note)
Let old aquaintances
be not forgot
Vanport alumm and faculty r8VIeWed oJd
yearbool(s and other memorab•ha recentty
m an attempt to locate former classmates
P•ctured are (leh to rlght) Jean stack, George
Hoffman, Ken Saxon, Harry Selvers, Ray
lokUng, "Whrtey" Delashmutt. and John
Hakanson. Jl you know the whereabouts of
Vanport Alumn•. the PSU Alumni Otf•ce
would appreQate heanng from you

(229-•949)

VAN PORT

1960s

Seworly LA~ ( 1949) has been
commiSSIOned as a FtrSI L•eutenant nurse
at Walter Reed Army Institute of Nursjng
in Washrngton D.C.

A•r GllneH (BA '60) has a new )Ob as the
dtrector of Management Systems and
Procedures lor the Methodrst Evangelical
Hosprtal rn LOUISville. Ky. He was
preVIously the computer center drrector at
the UrwverSrty ot lOUtSVIfle

Richard B. Curtit IS co-owner of lndustnal

Crnthllt A. &edt (BS 77) has 8 new )Ob as
a pfanner for lhe City of The Dalles

ContraC1 Carners, a long-haul truck1ng
company wniCh transportS commcxtl1lel .n
the Western Unlled States

John Edwerd D•nn.nmenn, Jr. 1s an
electrical engineer for Pacrlic Northwest BeU
m Portland.
Leon.rd Alten Frofen cs the owner ot an
arch tectural f•rm. RecenUy, he has destgned
a Lulttet'an church W'l Spnngheld and an
apanment complex tn Eugene He has atso
done work on the Central Lutheran Church

Aid\wd P . M•tthewe (SS '68)

tS

employed

W'l

Salem.

Mike Carlton (SA '70) IS Vlce president
of Carlton Saw Cham Co. m Portland.

J•m• P. O'BrJen (BS '61), an assistant

Curtis L C~n (BS '77) Is Involved in
plactng dtSabled Vietnam veterans With
potenbal empkJyers in hiS pos1t10n as a

professor ot mUSIC at the University of
Anzona., has JUst wnnen a book entJUed
Non-West&m Music •nd the WestemListener.

Joe M•uro ts a commercral real estate

John c.rter Thoma (BS "65) llas recenby

ageot tor Re/ Max Reaftofs rn Beavenon.
He tS a member ol the Vanpor1 Alumru
Commrttee

trw Sl~on is em~ed as 8 state
atehrteet 10 F&rbanks. Ala

returned to Oregon after recervnlQ hrs
Ph.D . (n phllosopny from the Untversrty ol
Edmborough In Sco~and H1s theSIS was
blled "Med1all0n, Reality and Reason: An
Examinanon of Haegl's Phenomenology of
Sptnt "

1950s

1970s

Pete Grundtouen (BS '58. MST '66) has
graduated !rom the Umversrty ol Utah Law
Sc~ and is studymg lor the bar exam
., thai state He tS a former student body
p~esldent at PSU

Josephine County School 01stnct has h1red
Robert E. Amo. (MST '72) as a chemistry
and phystCS teacher

S. H•r• operates an obstetrics/

DMston

He also has been Involved m the fOfmatton
of lhe Sellwood Hrstoncal Comminee

Pool and

Georgt~

gynecology medrcal practice tn southwest

Judith M. Boylan has taken a JOb as a
tax aud1tor for the Oregon State Audit

as museum curator m Washrngton County

St.nler E. P8ul (BA '60) iS employed as
secretary by the Hartford Insurance Group
in Hartford. Conn . He joined the firm m
1960 rn Portland, and was casualty manager
in Los Angeles beiOfe rnovtng to the home
office

'" Eugene

G•ry W. BIKk:JNn (MS '73) has recently
tamed the Bend School Oistncl as a
counselor

LH B.tzer IMBA 75} rs manager of
government retatiOflS lor TeKtronnt
aruce E. Be•uch•mp has rece.ved tus taw
degree from Western State University of Law
in Caltlornra

diSabled veteran outreach worlter w1th the

Oregon State Empk)ymenl Service 1n
Portland " If you could hrre a veteran." he
S8>'5. "please call me a1 229·6526"

"J"homa; B. Girwlll'l (BS 73) rs a captal!l
., the Alf Force and IS stabOniKI m Yokota.
Japan as a denbst. He earned h1s dental
degree from the University of Oregon Dental
School In 19n.

a,.,

(BA '72, MA '74) works as
a staff psychologrst tor Comp Care Corp
She ;s statroned 10 los Angeles ltl 1W0 of
!he firm's care unrts which provide treatmenl
and rehabr.ttallOO for afcohc>'ICS and !herr
lamrhes. She also recenny receiVed her
Ph.D. 10 philosophy from the U.S
lnternatrona1 Un1vers1ly in San Diego.

'Giorl8 M.

D.Obte Chung (BA '77) has a new job as
junior accountant wtth Peat. Marwrek.
Mitchell and Co 1n Porttand

Robin HHYIH (BFA '77) has a new )Ob
as an an teacher at Cotton H~gh School

Yield
(MST '73) -'<5 lOt 1he Oregon
Department of Educaoon as a physical
educabon speciai.rst

nmme Helzer (Ph.D. '72) has taken a pb

c-.

K•thleen Conchur•H tBS '72, BS '75) ls
one ol 20 artrsts commrsstoned 10 produce
en works lor the new TraOS!t Mall rn Penland
Among other thrngs, she has designed a 2r.,
ton sohd limestone cat

Ellubeth Wieboldt D•ggen (MSW 73) IS
the founder and d1rector of the SOLO
center rn Portland. She also has founded a
legal chn1c for low cost d1vorces, IS on the
bOard of the NatiOOai Assocratoo of Sacral
WOfkerS and IS a member of tne Assooallon
of Farnlfy Cot\cJI!3bon Court Counselors

near Portland
m management development tor Texuonlx 1n
Beaverton This year. the management
development untt at me flrm wrll offer 35 to
40 courses destgned to gtve Tektronrx
admrniStrators needed management sk•lls A
year ago, Helzer also helped dtJVelop a new
management trarn1ng program for Tek
William H. Heu (BS "77) has ,IO•ned Sear~
Roebuck and Co. as a management trarnee

Gunn•r Hovden (BA '76) IS a manne
surveyor lor lntermodal TransportatiOn
Setvtces rn Poruand
Te«tronu~:

Atch•rd M. EKII:er (BA 77) has a new jOb
as an aSSistant etectncal eng1neer lor Pacifrc
Power and light in Portland

J.tf M. F8Qn•n (BA '76) has recently
been htred as a field representaltve by
Equrlax ServiCes
Peul Frantz IMA '77) teaches Eng ISh
as a Second Language at Cotegta
Marymount H•gh School rn BarrangurUa,
Columbta

8

A. Qollogllo< (MBA '77) wcrl<s lor
Coca Cola Co as an operations analyst,
and IS now invotved Ill developing a
PfOiotype of the '"Portland Busrness Rev.ew"
toornal She also played women's srngles in
last year's Rose Festival Racquetball
Tourney

has recently h~ted Jeffrey HO)'t
(85 '77) as a producbon eogmeer tn the
Pilot Protect Lab where he Will work on a
new process display tor the cathode ray lube

P8lrice A . lv..-.on (BA '76) WOfks lor
Ron Slribhng Co '" Pomand as a customs
brOI<.et W\d BSSlStant translator

Lett to right: Top row-lee Balzer. Mike
Carlton, Eltzabeth Daggen, Agnes Gallagher,
center raw-nmme Hetzer, Robert
Kraushaar, Gregory lutz, Joe Mauro;
bottom row-Craig Miller, Lyn and Steven
Nance-Sasser.

A master of dtvintty degree was conferred
recently on William D. P•ge (BS '73) by
Western Conservative Baptist Seminary In
Portland.
Eric F. PNrenboom (BS '76) has received
a mast8f of lnternanonal management
degree from the American Graduate School
of InternatiOnal Management tn Arizona.

StepMn Rook (BA '76) has e new positron

as assistant controller lor Coast Trading Co.
tn Portland.
P1trtcl1 L. . Runy1n (BS '72) is a fifth
gtad9 teacher at Gaston Elementary School
near Portland.
David McAdams (BS '75) Is an account
executtve for Dean Witter and Co. In Portland
and is responsible for stocks and bonds, tax
snetters and options.

lilllan Jonn (BA '15) is a cen11led phystcal
therapy a5S!Stant at the Fs1rlawn Care Center
She works wrth elderly who have had strokes
or suffered broken bones.

Brent Lambert, former dtrector of the
WashingtOn County Museum, has moved to
Seaftle where he hves on a sailboat
moored in Puget Sound.

Woodburn High School has recently h1red
8am JOMe (BA '74) as an assistant heahh
and physical education teacher and assistant
wrestling coach.

The Corona·Norco Schoo! Otslnct 1n
Corona. Caht. has hlred K1rry E. Le•l•
(MS '77) as a speech and hearing chnlc1an.

Mel K1lur (MS '70) was hired in September

as principal of Columbia Schools In
WestpOrt, Ore
Jeff Kappler IBS '77) recently wori(ed
lhrough the PSU Placement Office to llnd
a new JOb as a lumber trader lor North
Pacific lumber Co

Clifford c . Knuc:t.on (85 '71), a field
representanve for tl"'e Ctty of Portland
Bureau of Traffic Eng1neering, has spent
bme recently organizing anempts to chmb
Mt. Hood, Mt St Helens and Mt. Adams
He also Is 1nterested 1n hang gliding and
homebUIII &rcraf1 construction.
C•rol M. KrHger (BS '75), a speech and
language pathologtsl at Good Samaritan
Hospttal In Portland, works prlmanly Wilh
stroke patients. She ts a recent master's
degree graduate from San Otego State
University
Robert Kraushur (BS '75) Is a member
ol lhe marketing research staff at TeKtronix
m Wilsonville
Dennie R. L•kln (BS 72), a field
representanve for E. A. Squtbb and Sons.
was awarded a two-week tnp lo London last
summer by the company for his outstandtng
performance as an employe.

Tom w. LlnhlrH (85 '76) has JOined
Town and Country Properties in St. Helens,
Ore. as a sales associate He also ts vrcechairman ot the Columbia County
Democratic Central Comrrunee
Bob Llncbtrom (BA '74) has been named
music and dance cnbc lor Tht1 OregonltJ.n
newspaper tn Por1land He wrll also dO

general as&gnment reporttng l.Jndstrorn has
been a violinist for seven seasons wttn lhe
Portland Opera Association, and in 1975.
receiVed a fellowship to the Nattonal Musrc
Cnncs SBmlnar tn Opera Cnhctsm in
CinCinnati
Gregory M. Lutz (BS '77) has JOined
Tektronur: as a customer group analyst
He also serves as vice preSident of the
PSU Master's in Business Admtntstrauon
Assocranon. and is three-fourths of the
way toward completing his MBA degree.
Robert W. Marole has Taken a new JOb as
an audttor With the State of Oregon
Allee WOflll Morttndole iBS '71, MS '74),
a teacher rn the Portland Public School
Otstnct. tras spent the las! two summers
ltavellng tn South America

Robert D. RuSMII (MS '77) has jo1ned
First Natrona! Bank of Oregon as an
economist.

Carol A. Sidler (BA '74, MS '76) has
LH McC•ffrey (BS 70. MS '71) has opened accepted a new job as director of the
a chiropractic practtce ln Fairview. Ore He Metro Child Care Coordinating COuncil tn
graduated recenl1y from Western States
Portland.
Chtropractrc College In Portland.
lartl' L &an<lln. (MSTI) assumed a f\e'H
MWn Mfchener (BA '75), Is a reSidence positiOn thrs fall as a b•ology instructor
dtrector at lewis and Oark. College rn
at Clackamas Communrty College In Oregon
Portland. She also IS planning to begin law City.
school In the near future
D1vld W. Schenk (85 76) has been
promoted to operations and loan officer at
Craig Miller (MBA '76) works In group
the Cta1Skanl8 Branch of United Stales
markenng research at the Tektroni)(
Nattonal Bank of Oregon He also has
Wilsonville plant
served as secretary·lreasurer of the
Clatskanie Boosters and secretary of the
Heritage Days Commrnee.
1,..,.. P. Milter (BS '70) Is head of the
Hematology Department at the Umted StaleS
Army Hospital In Augsburg, Germany. Her Patrlcl• Spo~~lto (BS '71) is a substitute
teacher for Portland Public School
husband, Robert Miller (BA '71) Is also
s!atroned rn Germany, but soon will transfer District #;1
10 the Defense language lnst•tute In
Ruu SprouM (BS '71) works as an account
California to study advanced Russian
representalive for Moore Business Forms In
Portland.
The Untverstty of Oregon Health Sciences
Center's Child DevelOpment Center In
P•trkk
T•multy {BS '77) is a counselor
PorUand has hlfed ~ A. Mock
With the Commumty Counseling Center in
(MS '17) as a coordtnator for the
Salem. Ore
handtcapped.
Mlrfyl B. Morllnd (BS 75) has taught
tor twO years at Newberg Jumor H1gh
School
Cr~lg F. Morteneon {BS '77) has jOined
the Bonnev!lte PO\Iief Administration as an
electncal engineer. He will undergo training
lor the next year, transfemng every tl'tree or
four months to dtfferent BPA doty stabons

An exhtblt of "mantpulated photo serigraph
images" by Stnen and Lyn Nance·
s...., (both BS '70) was held thts summer
In Portland Commumty College's North VIew
Gall8fY. The couple attended me Museum
Art School before graduatJng from Portland
State.
Bruee A. Nnhtt (BS'77) has been htred as
a physical education director for !he Oxford
Athletic Club in Vancouver, Wash.
Gil')' D. Oliver (BA ·n) IS an underwmer
lr81nee With Home IMUf&nce Co. 1n
Pontand

ElolM K. Upchurch (MST '70) has
received a degree In educatiOn tram
MISSISSippi College in Yazoo City, Mrss.
Her major area of study was counseling

John J . Weigel (BS '76) JS a Uatttc satety
officer With rhe Beaverton School D1Str1ct

RieMrd P. WU.On (MS '77) Is a commumty
and special education specialist With the Pt.
Barrow School District ln Pt. Barrow, Alaska.
Gregory Wollmuth (BS '76) has a new
position With J. Thayer Co. In Beaverton as
comrnerc•al manager.
J1n V1n Dyke (BA '77) Is a professional
photographer speciat!zlng In scenes ol ghost
towns tn Oregon.

Monlka Zlmmennatn (BS 73) has JOined St.
Mary's Academy as a French and German
teacher.
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A commitment to reaearch
(Contonued from page 1)

Perapectlve: Describe the character
of research at Portland State.
Blurnet: Research here has been-and
probably will connnue to be-of a more

applied character than is the case
at some other institutions.
Thts is particularly because of the
mterest of the faculty and the availability of funding. But just as tmportantty, we believe we can fill a gap by
provtdmg research which has a d1rect
application to this region.
Rk:helle: In addition to research which
addresses the needs of the region,
scholarly wof1( also charactertzes many
of the actMties of our faculty. A
professor. even when pnmanly involved
in teachtng, must be given the opportunity to read, reflect and deal leisurely
with the progress of his or her diSCI~ine
At Portland State, we have many
scholars In the humamties, sciences and
soctal sciences.

One example of this scholarship is
a research project 1n the College of
Sc1ence at PSU. Two professors-Rudl
Nussbaum and Donald Howard-have
been working for many years on studies
dealing wtth the Mossbauer Effect, a
scientifiC technique used In solid state
physics.
What Nussbaum and Howard are domg is laying rtte foundation for future
wor1< 1n ttus 1teld. There may be no d•rect
applications of their findings to spec11ic
problems. Yet. what they are doing is
important They are adding to knowledge in a specific field , and other
researchers will be able to butld on
that They are invoM ng students In the1r
research. They are meeting their
colleagues and co-researchers from
other countnes. And they are bringtng
an element of prestige to the Unlverslty
for quality scktnbfic inquiry.
A.uch: Research at PSU Is distinguished by having a large component
directed toward serving the needs of the
region directly. This research, called
mission·onented research, seeks
soluuons to exisbng problems, serves as
tra~ning areas for graduate students
preparing for professional careers In
these areas, and continually strengthens
the faculty and laboratories.
Research ol th1s type is a natural
resource of the state which IS continual-

White Gallery/looking ahead
Painungs by Catherine Wilson and
drawings by Michael Boley will be
featured this term In the PSU White
Gallery.
Wilson's exhibit (Ocl. 24-Nov. 18) will
anclude works In acryhc , pencil and
pastel. She receiVed her B.A. at the
University of California, Santa Barbara,

Boley, a PSU graduate, tJtles his
exhibit "Obsessive Non-Inventive
Classical Exercises" (Nov. 21-0ec. 16).
His work has been shown at the Wentz
Gallery this year. Paperwe<ks II at the
Art Museum last year. He was also
commissioned by the City of Portland
Art in Public Places last year.
The Wh~e Gallery is located on lhe
second floor of Smrth Memonal Center
(1825 S.W. Broadway). Hours are
8 a.m. -10 p.m. Monday through Friday,

and has done graduate srudJeS at PSU.
W1lson's work was exhtbfted '" the
Arusts of Oregon Show In March and at
lhe Boulder Art Center. Boulder. Colo.
1n June of thiS year.
and 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Saturday.
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Perapecthe: How does the University
encourage faculty involvement in
research?
RictMQe: First of all, research IS and

rema1ns an element of the professoriate.
For their own interests, as well as for the
interests of the institution, faculty
members are expected to perform
research . Our reward system, In the

area of promotion. tenure and salary
increases, recognizes research and
other scholarly work.
Secondly, the Un•versrty has organized efficient support services for faculty
members who are interested in gaining
financial help 111 lhe1r research aetMIies. Such awards take the form of
grants from vanous levels of government and private sources. Contracts for
the performance of a specific task are
also available from the same sources
Faculty members are alerted to exisUng
opportunities and helped With the preparation of research proposals.
Thirdly, the University itself has
earmarked montes that go to support
researcn pro}ects proposed by faculty
members. Those projects that are
supported are selected by a faculty
comminee from a large number of
proposals.
Finally, research ts supported ind•rectly by the University through 1ts
phys•ca! facilities, computer center,
laboratones and other resources-Including the library-which are available
to faculty members.
Perapec!IYe: What abou1 the future?
What are some good poss1b•ht1es for
future research actMtJes?

Btumel: The growth in sponsored
research programs over the past three
or four years at PSU has been dramatic,
and there is considerable potential lor
conunued development
What has happened at PSU IS a
melding of the research and serv~ce
functions, and I think this trend will
continue.
R•uch: Some of the most important

possibilities for future research are
to our location in the center of the
City. For instance. we th1nk we can be a
major resource for work on heatth and
environmental problems.
Professors In these rwo fields could
work With others in urban studies to
focus on urban enVIronmental prob-

bed

ly renewed and expanded.

6ems, for Instance.

P.._tlwo: What special types ol
research are possible in an urban
universrty?
AMich: The seltlng of lhe urban
univef'Sity provtdes a special environment for research. Because of PSU's
location in the major metropolitan
region of Oregon and the Northwest,
PSU research output includes projects
that deal with such subjects as urban
~icy issues, urban transportation,
environmentaJ problems, population
mobility studies. minority Issues,
health delivery systems, soclal services ,
and educational equity.

There are also good future prospects
In business, economic development.
and urban affatrs. And, of course, we
want to continue pro,ects in our two
mam research centers - the Regtonal
Research Institute tor Human Services
and the Institute on Aging - and In
such major research departments as
special education.

Basketball-could be 'SRO' season
l!~~;~~~~at
the PSU Gym tnts year
Espectaiiy vdh Freeman Wdhams. the
nanon·s leadmg scorer last year. who

re1sed has stock even m01e w1th a
starnno rok! In the World Games over

the summer.
r o prepare lor the t1cke1 demand wniCh

became appareru tasr wwner F.er

w.a..ams k!iSeO m 71

PQif'ltS '"

one

garne - reserved seat season 1c"8ts
are being sold for the 11151 nrne oo the
west stdeline ol the gym

Segunng

a1

Aound1ngour 1he 14·man pr&-SeaSOn
rosaer are re!urning 'feaem'e'l Paul
Jaci<Son 16-101. Jeny l•ump (6·3i and
Randy OatheS (6-3).

Upgrad1og

~ts

schedule each year,

Here IS a summary ol tJCI<.e! pnce
anforma on for fall and Winter spans
FOOTBAU-.:iul~$4
~52;lldl.lltg.a

Wdllnl
SJ.ttr.II:WIIga. 1150;-

temanng hOmeS~ s-.urn. Od 29.
Ortgon Col~. 7 30 p 1"1't. Nov 5. Pugtl SOUnd.

Ponland Slate will JOin SL Johno and
730 pm. Nov \9, Montanlo Slate, 73) p.m
Seanle U tn !he prestigiOUS Kentucky
WOMEN'S VOUEYBALL-aduil ~
lrwnatJonal, meet USC (for the hrst
St
. ~ S 50: PSIJ m.c~entt tree
tme) and Oregon State out ol the
MEWS LUJCETBAU-.oA ~
PAC-8. Colorado Staie from the WAC;
PepoetCrne, SL Marys and Portla!ld U ....an tDoel S30: s:uo-nt ........., _ . ,
lidlel S2Q.
t,. g.JI 1CJi1M I_QOOd tcf 1 gar'l'liiS)
hom tne WCAC; Fresno State from the 'SJO.
D.IIIQII"'eg_a $3.~p-4ga$t50,
PCA.A; ana -...ontana. IdahO. and
PSU n.Mna trw

Gonz09a from the

e.g Sky

cemer-court. 500 of the

sems are belllg SOk2 on a firstcome basis.. Tc.ket apphcatJonS are now
beS1

l
"--""'"'-'~-----,-,::--::-=-:::'

Anew
development officer

in rhe maO to many PfOSpectNe buyers

Those nc» on the mallltlQ list shouk:t call
rhe AtNellC Oe...eiOpmem Otf&ce.
2:29--4000, or ma:l ., a checil.
Adult reserved season tickets are

I

S30:.uckets lor students 18 and uncter
are $20. There also IS a family general

- " ' " beket a•aalaole tor $30

-.mch admrts a famdy " sewm hOrne
games, DIJ1 sea. ng "" noc be
guaranteed """' 7 30 p m fa< tile 8

p.m. games

POf'Uand State

unrversay

has

a new

cewopment oftocef
He .s A""""d I. Delw' l!f. tormefly

The tnd~ual season oeket also

lll--

Cludes a 14th haole game-Dec 3 a1
l.lemonal Col<seum-agasnst tne

assoc:Ldte d rector of deferred 0''111'\g
Un.vetSify ot PorUand
programs at Syracuse Unrvef'Sity and
The V1ktngs have n~er re.acr.eo me
dtrector ot devebpmenl for tne Syra2Q..'ft•ll pi.a.'eau and Coach Ken
cuse Symphony Orchestra
Edwards figures 11 w laite at 1eas1 tna1
Acceptance ol the idea of private
10 gatn the NJT Of NCAA playoffs next
support for s1a1e 1nstJtu11ons Is an lmMarch.
portaol ob)OCtJve and we will work
Besides Williams. lhe V1k1ngs have
IO'Nard 11 nus year," satd Prestdent
lour retummg S!arters from Jas1 year's
Josepn C. Blumef .n announc;ang
16-10 ream that ranlo;.ed soon 10 the
De!W Jer's appontment.
0.'1tSKJO I 1!1 sconng ..,
89 9 JX)tn!S·
·-we must rety on pnva!e SOlSOeS o1 1 per-game
suppcx1 10 lf"I'\PrCM! ana mavualn the
Tney are 6-7 James Cunrungham
1
quattty ot our programs.. In short priv811! 1 ( 10 2). 6-6 '""""'d Bob Sosul t8 7). and
funds otten pro~ !de the marg1n of excel- 5-9 pfaymal<er Terry Adolph. S.xtrHnan
lence lor pubbc uflivetsit:es •
Chuckle Sm11h f9.3) alSO IS back for

I

aro!her year
W tarns. 10 scormg rnoce lhan 40
poenrs an l 4 ol 27 gaones and more tnan
30 10 24 ol 27 be<:ame only ""' """"
player an htStory to sutpass l.OIXJ points
tn a ~ season. He now ranks fourth

~4S..:~ ~
~ ~a.rng,.,..
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all·hme 1n sconng average (38.8)
nus team could be the deepest Edwards has had 10 hiS SIX seasons at PSU.
the last four w th 16 ,.,ns or more
Two 6-8 JC tra"'Sfers - ~a111. O.wens
ICentral Coast! anc a.<arw> SIBI'C I
fl A ~arbOr)- g~ve the V~<tngs aooeo
heghl Freshman forwards Bdl Matroes
!LA Poly) and Greg Slider (LA-Belmont I are outstandiOQ prospects a'ld
6-2 CMs SlMh tEas! los Allgeies
JCt and !HI ,...""""' Rc• oe wnams
(Freeman·s younger brothetJ PfOVlde
bad<up sneoglh a1 guard

W :on NW high-~ oll'eose. 1he v ngs t'Cipe tney dOtft f'la:v!! 10 resortiO rroe
~t~U.:ng game o,ery o~. 8U1 Wf)en rney do. Tom &a. a Tacoma. Wasl'l ptoouc:t..
• T'Ndy Tht Wvng piaeekiCket nes l:loc:Md 16 ot 20 PA h &ni6 .,.e. ana one ot l'Ml
feid goals last year, oe bl fr.Je G1 e.ght fle*j goa's ar14142 of 50 PATs . A.$0 pc1l.TSJ s
hCIII::Ie Bob Ptovlnce 1211 trom Venltlra. Galtr
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PSU WOtMrt JV 81 OC£. 6 30 p m

PSUWomert•OCE.7 ASp m
PSU·Itomen.J'J ""t.-.&Oin. PSUG;-tt:

6~pm.

PSU~.N.-s~~ PSiJC)pq.6JOQ1"'!
PSUA~~JSOSC\rl..,..,..

PSU""OCE,Ctooc.s.dum, 730pm
PSU Women 81 OteQon SteM 8 P m
PSU Women JV • LrM5 & O.t \1"'.. ~

PSU 't'Wo:Tten•UCLA~Ii
PSUOI"'PI...QitScu'lldOC~7:Jlp~
PSU~.N•UO: HoodCC.630D
PSVWornert.tYatl~&o.;.: 7prn
PSUWornen•Le.t1a&O..•.e l5p.m
PSUWal71afl wslr~ PSUG.,m. 6.:.30pm
PSU ~ .N -..sud Porlih1. PSU GY"!". 7 30 t:_m.

PSUt.~atiW~ T~. ~
PSU \~ JV•Soutnem Aru Bloum.ment GfMJ'<atn

PSU 9.1 S11Tl011 Frager, 6 p.m. fM;WJJ Aaa10)
PSU Wamen JV ar Oregon JV. 6 p.m .
PSUWC!'"Ie"''•0~_7JOprn.

PSU "'.,.,.,_ s.r.. C..W.C S.C....... 1 JC p,....
PSUWomtor!.li-.sWti-'IQodCC_PSl<G
&3Do
PS tcw.n "'Pc:IW'oG .u..s.n,. PSU G
1 J.Sp,..
PSU 'If~ at A AWFlegl:wa9 Toumamen!,o-.r. 'lf.n
PSU "''Colcno.:l sa.;, PSU Gym. ep.rn
PSUvt~SS...PSUG)II'!'! 730pm.
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calendar
OCTOBER

Through Oct. 31
Two woman show-

21,21,30

4,5

111

Penland Ballet Company.
8 p.m. Friday and
Saturday. 3 p.m. Sunday,
LH Auditonum, $2.50

PSU Film Committee,

PSU Dance Program

Michelangelo Antonioni's presents " Theater

" Red Desen," 7:30 and
9:30p.m ., 75 LH, $1 .50

baskets by Dod1e
Houghton and drawings studenVsemor citlzens,
general admission.
by Madeline Janovec,
$3.50 general admission.
Women's Studies Gallery5,1
"Choreographer's
second floor ol Harder
House (corner of SW
NOVEMBER
Chance," presented by
10th and Market).
Dance Committee of
Through Nov. 10
Cultural Affairs Board,
Ceramics by Jeffrey
dance pieces by various
Through Nov 11
Johnston MFA candidate, Portland groups, 8:00
Paintings by Catherine
Art and Archttectu re
p.m .. main gym
Wilson. PSU White
Gallery. 299 NH, 9 a.m.Gallery. second floor
5 p.m .• Monday-Friday. 9
SMC. 7 a.m. to 10 p.m
Monday - Thursday, 7
PSU Choral Concen
a.m. to 7 p m. Friday, arid 2
features Edward Pierson,
9 am. to 5 p.m. Saturday. Fr~ends of Chamber
bass solo1st With ·N~· Music, Guarneri Quartet, York C1ty Opera, 8 p.m .,
8:30 p.m ., LH Auditorium. 75 LH, admission charge

27

Alwin N1kolais slide
lecture, 8 p.m., 75 LH.
free.

28,29
PSU Film Committee,
Roman Polanski's "The
Tenant," 7:30 and 9:30
p.m., 75 LH, $1.50
general admiss•on.

PSU W1nd Ensemble and

Flamenco," 7:30 p.m ..
75 LH, adm1ss1on charge. charge.
17
PSU W1nd Ensemble and
Chamber Choir in
concen, 8 p.m ., LH
Auditorium, admission
charge.

18,19
PSU Players present
" Equus." 8 p.m .• LH
Aud ttoreum , S3 general

admission, $2 students
and sentor cmzens.

18,111
PSU F1lm Committee,

No•. 21-Dec. 18
Drawtngs by Mtchael

Boley, PSU White Gal1ery.
second lloor SMC, 7 a.m.
to 10 p.m. MondayThursday. 7 a.m. lo 7
p.m. Friday, and 9 a.m
IO 5 p.m. Saturday.

21
SchOOl of Bus1ness MBA
Update Program. call
SchOOl of Business a1
229-37 12 for more
informatton.

Michelangelo Antonioni's

4
Indian Pow Wow,

sponsored by UISHE,
7:30 p.m .. HPE

11,12

" Zabriskie Point," 7:30
30
and 9.30 p.m .. 75 LH,
Friends ol Chamber
$1 .50 general admission. Mus1c , Stuttgart Tno, 8:30
p.m .. LH Aud itorium,

PSU Film Committee,
Roman Polanski's
"Rosemary's Baby," 7:30 18,19
adm1sston charge
and 9:30 p.m., 75 LH,
Annual sk1 sale sponsored
4,5
$1 .50 general adm1Ss1on . by Alpha Kappa Psi, all
Women in Science
day, 212 Shattuck Hall.
Career Workshop, 7 p.m .- 11,12
free.
10 p.m. Friday, 9 a.m. to PSU Players present
4:30 p.m . Saturday,
"Equus," 8 p.m., LH
For l•te clulnges,
con1act Women In
Audttorrum. S3 general
conl8ct PSU
Science Career
admlss1on. $2 students
lniOI'fNillon Center,
Workshop a1 229-3811
and senior ctt12ens.
gymnasium, free.

tor more Information.

FC:RfLAl\0 SlAfE LN /Ef&Y

r=ersr:ective
P.O . Box 751
Portland , Oregon 97207

20
Chotr tn concert.-3 p.m ..
LH Auditonum . admlsston

•• 2211-4433 or the Box
Olllce, 229-4440
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